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Life Back From The Wilderness
A new lease of life…
As told by Mrs Anuja Bansal
(Secretary General,
SOS Children’s Villages of India)

damaged limb to avoid Manoj from being
crippled for life. The battle for a better life
began with a seven hour long surgery when
he was only four months old. This was
followed by other reconstructive surgeries in
the subsequent years.

For more than 50 years now, SOS Children’s
Villages of India has helped abandoned and
parentless children get a second opportunity
in life not only to live but excel. We strive to
give children the happy childhood they

Now, 12 years of age, Manoj is a bubbly
cherubic boy. He can walk around, although
with the help of a support as his wounds are
still healing. Manoj has found a new lease of
life, thanks to the doctor for his constant
support and SOS mother Nirmala whose love
and affection has nurtured him to health.
Manoj now dreams of a bright future. He says
with excitement, “Very soon I will be able to
play football.”

The battle for a better life
began with a seven hour
long surgery when he was
only four months old. This
was followed by other
reconstructive surgeries in
the subsequent years.

Your generous help has enabled us to provide
Manoj an opportunity to walk properly. The
money that you invest in the lives of parentless
and abandoned children, not only gives them
a new lease of life and a fresh chance to grow
in a compassionate milieu, but also facilitates
us to pay attention to their all-inclusive growth
and development.

deserve; this includes the love of a family, the
affection of a mother, access to quality
education, a community to belong to and
possibilities to succeed in life. Together with
your love and support, we have been able to
bring about phenomenal changes in the lives
of children in need.

You have been a true friend to us all
through, and it’s encouraging to know we
can rely on you for long term support for
children like Manoj who deserve a painless
childhood just like any other blessed child.
Help Manoj stand on his feet and play
football.
Visit
http://www.soschildrensvil
lages.in/campaign/handin-hand for information
on how you can help.

American poet Carl Sandburg said, “A baby is
God's opinion that life should go on.” SOS
child Manoj learnt it the hard way. As a three
hour old baby, he was rescued by the local
people and police from the jaws of a wild
animal amidst a thick forest near Varanasi.
Deserted in the forest within a few hours of
birth, he had been attacked and mauled by the
wild beast. He was bleeding profusely with
part of his right leg already been chewed off
by the animal.
Little brave Manoj was rushed to the nearby
medical centre and thereafter to the Institute of
Medical Sciences, Varanasi for intensive and
specialised medical and surgical care. Manoj
was provided the necessary care and medical
attention which ensured his survival and
healing. Further attempts were aimed at
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reducing the physical deformities as
well as the functional
reconstitution of the affected
limb. A number of senior
specialist physicians and
surgeons at the Medical
Institute realised the
intricacies involved in the
surgical processes and the
absolute need for expert
long term care. Manoj was
brought home to SOS
Children’s Village Varanasi
for the much needed
homely support and
attention.
When the condition of
baby Manoj improved, he
was referred to a leading
Plastic Surgeon in Mumbai
who specializes in the field
of Reconstructive MicroNeural and MicroVascular surgery in life
threatening cases.
There was an urgent
need to repair the
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The Man Who Unleashed The Dreams Of Young India
A tribute to Late Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam
“When a great man dies, for years
the light he leaves behind him, lies
on the paths of men.”
- Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
As the country mourned former President of
India, Dr A.P.J. Abdul Kalam’s death, we at
SOS Children’s Villages were also deeply
saddened with the loss. He was a man with a
great vision for the new millennium - ‘India
2020’ and possessed the ‘luminous sparks’ to
drive that vision. An inspiring leader, a sincere
friend and a hope for millions of
people around the world – Dr APJ
Abdul Kalam lived a life solely
dedicated to the nation. His humility,
intellect and diligence helped India
make a mark in the world. His
unconditional love for the young
minds made him so famous that
students from all over the world
would seek his guidance and
come to meet him. Some SOS
children had the honour of

meeting Dr Kalam in May 2015. On this
occasion, it was extremely kind of him to have
penned an oath for the children:
“From Today onwards,
I will make my Mother happy.
If my mother is happy, my house is happy.
If my house is happy, the society will be
happy.
If societies are happy, State will be happy.
If State is happy, the nation will be happy.”

A condolence meeting was organised in all
SOS Children’s Villages to pay tribute to the
late ‘Missile Man of India’. All the children,
youth, and co-workers took the oath, promised
to follow it in their day to day lives and
observed silence to pay their respect.
Dr Kalam is an eternal source of inspiration to
the children and youth of India. His death has
caused an irreparable loss to the whole nation.
For SOS family, he continues to live in our
hearts and our ‘ignited minds’.

The Will To Win
Success of Family Strengthening Programme
Anand, an 18 year old boy, hails from
Raipur. He is not only a sincere student but
also a helping hand to his mother and a
responsible guardian to his siblings.
Anand’s mother, a widow, lives with her three
children in a village. After the death of her
husband she has worked very hard to earn a
livelihood. Though not educated herself, she
wants to provide higher education to her
children, to help them settle well in life.

As a result of all this hard work, in
class 12 board examination this year
Anand topped his school and district
by securing 95% marks and was
ranked 8th in the state.
Anand has been a witness to the hardships
faced by his mother. Hence, he constantly tries
to reduce her work load and extends all
possible support to the family. He realises that
only through education, he can alter his
family’s fortune.
From the very beginning, Anand has been a
good student. In 2011, SOS Children’s
Villages of India launched a Youth
Scholarship Programme that allowed youth
from the community with good academic
records to be admitted into SOS youth
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facility. Under the supervision of a Family
Strengthening Programme co-worker, Anand
was selected for the scholarship programme
and admitted in the youth facility of SOS
Children’s Village Raipur, when he was a
student of class 9.
After joining the youth house, he studied hard
and topped his school scoring 86% in class 9
final examination. Following this, his
confidence improved. He appeared for class
10 board examination in 2012 and passed
with 88% marks - the highest marks from
his school. He wants to become an
Engineer and hence he took up Science
stream for his +2 studies. He would wake
up as early as 4:30 AM for self-study and
then attend coaching classes from
7 to 9 AM. Next, he would attend school and
extra classes and return to the youth house
only at 7 PM. After a short break he would
again study till 1:30 AM. As a result of all this
hard work, in class 12 board examination this
year Anand topped his school and district by
securing 95% marks and was ranked 8th in the
state. Later, he cracked the CGPET entrance
examination and took admission in B.E.
(Computer Science) in one of the best
colleges of Chhattisgarh, i.e. Shankaracharya
Institute of Technology, Bhilai. Today, Anand is
thankful to SOS Children’s Villages of India.
He said, “…because of SOS, my mother’s

dream has come true.”
Your contribution and support dear friends,
helps children like Anand achieve their
dreams. It also empowers families to stick
together and ensure a better future for their
children. Make way for more children from
underprivileged families to flourish.
Visit http://www.soschildrensvillages.in/ for
information on how you can help.
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Latest News
Recent happenings at SOS Children’s Villages of India
SOS Children’s Village - documentary on
NDTV Prime

Special children – Dolly, Shruti and Vijay
recently made India proud with their
triumphant win at Special Olympics LA2015.
Immense hard work combined with
perseverance and commitment made them
achieve their dreams. Their stories have
inspired millions and are still reaching out to
many others. If you missed their stories on
NDTV Prime, catch the fragments of their
wonderful journey in this video on YouTube
SOSCVIndia channel:
https://www.youtube.com/user/SOSCVIndia

rated in the voluntary organisations (VO)
sector. We secured a rating of VO-2A. This
grading indicates the organisation’s ‘Strong
Delivery Capability and High Financial
Proficiency’ adjudged in relation to other
Voluntary Orgnisations. Apart from the work
we do, the rating by an organisation like
CRISIL further validates our credibility as a
leading child-care organisation.
Governor’s visit to SOS Children’s Village
Guwahati

Children’s Villages of India, Mrs Anuja Bansal.
His Excellency blessed the children with words
of encouragement. He also appreciated the
commitment and dedication of SOS mothers.
In the Visitor’s Book, His Excellency remarked,
“Great Social Work. Salute to the mothers.
God bless all the children. Be proud that you
are Indians. Make India great, you will be
great.” We thank Shri Acharya for spending
time with SOS children and inspiring them.

D&B Global Database
SOS Youth wins 5kms Marathon race
16 year old Dilip Singh from SOS Children’s
Village Bhimtal has won an open 5 Km
Marathon race at Haldwani in the senior
group. Dilip has been practising hard for the

th

Dun & Bradstreet Information Services India
Pvt. Ltd. (D&B India) has certified SOS
Children’s Villages of India in June 2015,
including the organisation’s name in the Dun
and Bradstreet Global Database. D&B
considers management competence,
performance of industry, operational
performance and financial and non-financial
trends before giving its opinion on an entity.
Dun and Bradstreet is the world's leading
provider of commercial information and
insights, existing since 1841, having an
experience of more than 173 years in offering
critical risk management solutions to
businesses and stakeholders worldwide.

On 4 August, 2015, Honorable Governor His
Excellency Shri P. B. Acharya visited SOS
Children’s Village Guwahati. On his arrival, he
was given a traditional welcome by SOS
mothers, children and co-workers. He was
then escorted to one of the family homes
where he was presented with an overview of
SOS Family Based Care. He interacted with
the children and their mother and shared
snacks, specially brought by him from Raj
Bhavan. Following this, he was escorted to the

CRISIL
CRISIL, India’s largest credit rating agency,
recognised SOS Children’s Villages of India in
2015 for demonstrating best practises and
exemplary vision. SOS Children’s Villages of
India is the first organisation that CRISIL has
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community hall of the village where the
children presented a cultural programme.
The Assistant Village Director also read out a
message from the Secretary General of SOS

Marathon and he exceeded his own
expectation by completing the marathon in 15
minutes, leaving behind some 100
participants. “This was a new personal best,
so it's a good way to start the heavy mileage
for marathons over the next couple of year," he
said. Dilip wants to become an Army officer in
the future.
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Achievements In Special Olympics
SOS Children make India proud
Special Children from SOS Children’s
Village Khajuri Kalan recently made India
proud with their inspiring accomplishments
at Special Olympics in Los Angeles
(LA2015). Dolly, Shruti and Vijay, all
differently abled, brought laurels to India by
competing in Cycling and Football
tournaments in the Los Angeles event that
th
opened on 25 July 2015.

Dolly had suffered severe burns as an infant
and had lost her eyelids. She had to undergo
several corrective surgeries to be able to sleep
properly again with her eyes closed. The scar
remained though. In her growing years, it
resulted in low self-esteem and loneliness.
However, Dolly did not let her scars blemish
her future. She concentrated on cultural
and athletic activities, excelling in cycling.
In 2014, she won two Gold and two Silver
medals at national level, securing a place
for herself in LA2015 wherein her hard work
paid off and she won a Silver medal in 5kms
and a Bronze medal in 10kms time trail,
thus inspiring millions of children
worldwide.
Shruti was found abandoned at a very young
age. She discovered the love of a family again
when she was bought home to SOS Children’s
Village at the age of seven. Though a deaf and
mute child, Shruti always showed an
eagerness to beat life’s challenges. She has
been interested in sports since her
childhood. Apart from sports, Shruti also
takes interest in painting and dancing.In the
last few years she has participated in
several co-curricular activities and won
many awards. In 2015, Shruti got selected to
represent India in Special Olympics. She was
self-motivated and determined to win a Gold
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medal for her country. In a special match at
LA2015, Shruti finally fulfilled her dream by
winning a Gold medal and making India
proud.
Vijay is a fourteen year old child. He has mild
intellectual disabilities and hence finds it
difficult to concentrate on his studies. He has
studied till standard 5 and is now attending a
vocational training programme. However it is
very encouraging to note that he is an athlete
and has exhibited excellence in playing
various sports. He has also won many prizes
in various football championships organised at
state and national level. Observing his
special talent, a professional Football
Coach has also been arranged for Vijay.
Due to his steady and brilliant performance
in Football, he was selected to represent
India at LA2015. Vijay practised for more
than five hours daily at LA2015; he made
his team and country proud by emerging
fourth in the tournament.
Dolly, Shruti and Vijay are examples of the
immense potential that is harbouring within
every home of SOS Children’s Villages of
India. Make way for these gifted children to
come out in front of the world as heroes.
Sponsor a dream today!
Visit
http://www.soschildrensvilla
ges.in/campaign/hand-inhand to extend a helping
hand towards our talented
children.

Dolly, Shruti and Vijay are examples
of the immense potential that is
harbouring within every home of
SOS Children’s Villages of India.
The 2015 Special Olympics World Summer
Games opened on 25 July 2015 in Los
Angeles, California. The 2015 Games
featured competitions in aquatics,
gymnastics, track and field, basketball,
football (soccer) and many other summer
sports involving 6,500 athletes with
intellectual/physical disabilities from 165
countries. The athletes displayed the true
meaning of courage, joy and determination.
LA2015 is the largest sports and
humanitarian event this year.
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The Determination To Succeed
Sterling academic performance by SOS children

“Education is the most powerful
weapon which you can use to
change the world.”
-Nelson Mandela
At SOS Children’s Villages of India, we
understand the importance of education in
a child’s life. Hence, we ensure that every
child under our care has access to quality
education. The children attend some of the
best schools, including SOS Hermann
Gmeiner School, present in the vicinity of the
villages and many of them excel in academics.
Thanks to your blessings and good wishes,
SOS children have performed well in class 10
and class 12 board examinations this year.
Some of them have even brought laurels to
their school and village by scoring an
aggregate of 90% and above. We bring you
examples of such super achievers who have
risen above personal circumstances to fulfil
their dreams and make their SOS families
proud.
Leena, a student of Raghu Talent Public
School has scored 98% in her class 10
examination. Based on her result and Multiple
Intelligence/Multiple Natures (MI/MN) test
findings, she has taken up Biology, Physics
and Chemistry at Sri Chaitanya College,
Visakhapatnam. Leena dreams to become a
doctor. After intermediate course, she will
attend EAMCET-2018 entrance examination to
study M.B.B.S.
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Kaneeka a student of Sri Chaitanya Jr. College
has scored 92% in class 12 board
examinations. Her dream is to become an
Engineer. Hence, she has joined B.Tech
(Electronics and Communication Engineering)
at SRM University, Chennai. Kaneeka loves to
explore new fashion.
Hrishita a student of Sri Chaitanya Jr. College
has passed class 12 with 93% marks in 2015.
Like Kaneeka, Hrishita also wants to become
an Engineer, hence she has joined B.Tech
(Electronics and Communication Engineering)
at SRM University, Chennai. Hrishita loves to
eat spicy food.
Payal scored 91% marks in class 10 board
examination and emerged as the top scorer in
her village. She has taken up Commerce with
Computer Science for HSC board
examination. Besides being a good student,
Payal has also cleared the first level of a
typewriting course and has acquired basic
computer skills during her summer vacation.
She wants to become a Chartered Accountant
in future.
Prakash has scored 95 % (10 CGPA) in class
10 Central Board of Secondary Education
examination, 2015. He dreams to become a
successful Civil Services officer in future by
clearing the Union Public Service Commission
examination. Prakash likes to play cricket and
volley ball.
Latika has completed class 12 with 93%
marks in Banking and Finance course. She

wants to study BBA from a reputed college in
Hyderabad following which she would like to
join a prestigious organisation for work. Later,
she would like to complete MBA. Latika loves
to dance, paint and create craft work.
Smita has scored 90% in class 10 board
examination. She is presently in class 11
studying Science and Mathematics at
Immaculate Heart of Mother Mary, Puducherry.
She wishes to clear CENTAC Entrance
examination and join Medical or Engineering
course in the near future. Smita enjoys helping
her SOS mother at home.
Ritu has scored 95% in class 10 board
examination. She has got A+ in all the
subjects in SSLC exam. Now, she has joined
class 11 Science group at St Joseph’s School,
Thrissur. Her dream is to study MBBS after
class 12. She wants to become an Oncologist
in future.
As Martin Luther King, Jr. rightly said, “The
function of education is to teach one to think
intensively and to think critically. Intelligence
plus character - that is the goal of true
education.” Our efforts in educating children
are directed towards building their character
and making them resilient for life’s challenges.

By donating only `1,600 per month, you
can sponsor the education of a child at
SOS! Visit
http://www.soschildrensvillages.in today to
make a lasting difference to a child’s life
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How Your Money
Is Utilised?

Hues of Hope
Compassion knows no boundary, an young artist shows the way
quite some time, I have been thinking of ways
in which my passion for art could help others. I
realized that among the most affected
members of the community, small children
who lose their parents are the worst sufferers.
As an adolescent myself, I feel deeply for them
and hence decided to help them in whatever
small way I can. This is when I got the idea for
an art auction to benefit SOS.

Master Aditya Relan, a class 10 student of Shri
Ram School, Aravali and a passionate painter,
conducted an exhibition cum auction of his
paintings called ‘Hues of Hope’ on July 26,
2015 supporting SOS Children’s Villages of
India. He was assisted in his noble endeavour
by his friends who auctioned their paintings as
well. Here is an extract from a heart to heart
conversation with Master Aditya who has
exhibited true generosity at a very young age
to support the cause of abandoned and
parentless children in India.
How long have you been associated with
SOS Children’s Villages of India?
Aditya: By way of my mother’s association with
SOS for over four years now; I have come to
know more about SOS’s work. It has touched
me deeply and has inspired me to contribute
in whatever way I can.
What is your impression about SOS
Children’s Villages?
I think it is a wonderful initiative through which
parentless children can gain emotional
stability and access the basic needs that can
prepare them for a better future. I admire SOS
for being a transparent organisation, wherein
donors are made fully aware of the specific
ways in which their contributions are helping
to improve the lives of such children.
What inspired ‘Hues of Hope’?
Art gives me immense joy and happiness. For

I wanted to involve my peers in this effort as
well, so I invited my artist friends to contribute
their works to the auction. I am glad that they
also felt connected to SOS’ cause and
decided to join me in my efforts. The
experience of this auction was very fulfilling for
all of us. We were fortunate that our families,
school and neighborhood communities felt
connected to the cause and lent us their
complete support. We hope that we have been
able to bring happiness to children in need
and will be able to conduct similar charitable
auctions in the future as well.
What is your dream for parentless and
abandoned children in India?
I want all parentless children to have a
fostering space to grow in. Also, they deserve
good mentors who can encourage them to
dream big despite their pre-conditions and
then guide them on the path towards a
dignified and independent life. The children of
any nation can be best helped by other
children. Thus, it is important for us to
contribute in any way possible to enrich
and better the lives of the children.
Apart from painting, Aditya also enjoys playing
tennis and football. Physics is his favourite
subject in school and he dreams to be able to
combine both Physics and Art in a way that
allows him to thrive both practically and
creatively.
We thank Aditya wholeheartedly for his
efforts in raising funds for SOS Children’s
Villages of India. You too can make a
difference. Donate today to add colours to
the life of a child in need.
Visit www.soschildrensvillage.in
for information on how you can help.

Reach out to us:
YEARS

For individual donations,
contact: aavinaash.sapru@soscvindia.org OR
subhadip.b@soscvindia.org
For corporate donations,
contact: aanchal.singh@soscvindia.org
For donation and sponsorship related queries,
contact: maalika.chadha@soscvindia.org
Call us (Toll Free): 1800

102 6905

Get access to a first of its kind online donor
support facility. For more information visit
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Some names in this newsletter have been changed
to protect identities.

Integrated education support

Child’s family expenses

Administrative expenses
Nutritional and health care
needs

Winner of the “Best NGO” Award at the
India NGO Awards 2014.
Secured the runner up position at ‘The
eNGO Challenge South Asia 2014’.
Winner of the ‘NGO Leadership and
Excellence Awards’ at the Global CSR
Excellence & Leadership Awards,
presented by ABP News.
SOS Children’s Village Hyderabad was
conferred with the first ever Bala
Rakshak Award in 2014.
Dun & Bradstreet Information Services
India Pvt. Ltd. (D&B India) has certified
SOS Children’s Villages of India in June
2015, including the organisation’s name
in the Dun & Bradstreet Global Database.
CRISIL, India’s largest credit rating
agency, recognized SOS Children’s
Villages of India in 2015 for
demonstrating best practice and
exemplary vision.
Credibility Alliance has awarded an
accreditation certificate for ‘desirable
norms’ to SOS Children’s
Villages of India.
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Donation Form

A Note
From The President

Be ‘Hand in Hand’
with us to help
a child in need

“Happiness lies in the joy of
achievement and the thrill of
creative effort.”

Please accept my gift of:
9,600

`

- Franklin D. Roosevelt

a year to sponsor a child

19,200

`

Dear Friends,

a year to sponsor a child’s education

96,000

`

a year to sponsor 10 children
`

....................................

(any amount)

Yes

I am an existing sponsor / donor

No

If Yes, my Donor ID is..............................................
Name (Mr./Ms.):......................................................
DOB: D D M M Y Y Y Y
Address:.................................................................
................................................................................
.......................................... PIN:..............................
Ph:...........................................................................
Email: .....................................................................

I wish to make my gift by:
Authorising SOSCVIndia to charge
the indicated amount from my credit card

Card No.:
Expiry Date: M M Y Y Y Y
............................

............................

Date

Signature

Enclosing my cheque no..................................
drawn on....................................(Bank) favour of
"SOS Children's Villages of India"

All donations are eligible for 100% tax exemption
under section 35AC or 80GGA of the Income Tax Act 1961
NOTE: You can claim your tax exemption
via the donation receipt.
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I am indeed very proud and happy to see our
children beating the obstacles of life and emerging
successful, not only at a national level but also on
an international platform. Dolly, Shruti and Vijay
have participated in the Special Olympics at Los
Angeles representing India. Their participation
and winning medals at a reputed International
Sports event for India make us proud! Moreover,
the fact that these talented children are also
differently-abled makes the joy of success even
more thrilling. At SOS Children’s Villages of India,
we believe that each child is special. So children,
who are physically challenged, get all the
necessary love and attention that they deserve, at
SOS Children’s Village Khajuri Kalan, a village
dedicated for such children.
As a leading child care organisation, we have
persistently worked towards caring for children
and protecting their rights while making them
realise their responsibilities. This includes the right
to excel in life. Under our flagship programme of
Family Based Care, around 6800 parentless and
abandoned children have found a loving home

and family again. Furthermore, SOS Family
Strengthening Programme ensures that
marginalised families around SOS villages are
supported adequately for enabling their children to
be educated and cared for while the parents are
helped to augment their income through various
projects, thus preventing abandonment of children
due to poverty. After all, a home with loving
parents is the supreme setting in which children
can be reared in love and righteousness while
simultaneously meeting their spiritual and physical
needs.
In this issue of SOS Messenger, we bring you
stories of perseverance and success, from the
lives of children who were once left abandoned.
Dolly, Shruti and Vijay are testimony to the fact
that when special children are offered the right
opportunity and guidance, they can excel in life.
The brilliant results of SOS Children in the 2015
board examinations give us reasons to celebrate.
Also, it is heartening to see Manoj’s bravery and
determination in emerging successful and healthy
from repetitive surgical procedures. Your blessings
and support, dear friends, have given Manoj a
second lease of life.
In July, we lost an inspiring leader - Dr. APJ Abdul
Kalam. He lived a life solely dedicated to the
nation. His humility, intellect and diligence helped
India make a mark in the world. His unconditional
love for the young minds made him famous
among students from all over the world. At SOS
Children’s Villages of India, we are deeply
saddened by the loss. Thank you Dr. Kalam for the
wonderful oath that you have penned for our
children. It is indeed valid for all of us. Rest in
peace dear Dr Kalam. We will remember you
forever.
On behalf of the entire SOS family, I would like to
thank you whole heartedly for your kind, generous
and continued support for SOS Children’s Villages
of India. Your support goes a long way in
transforming the dreams of children into realities.
When you extend a helping hand in generosity,
you make a lasting difference in the children’s
lives. I sincerely look forward to your continued
support to enable us to reach our dream of selfsufficiency to fulfil the dreams of our children,
current and future.
Warm Regards,

S.Sandilya
President
SOS Children’s Villages of India

